
irregularities-plain.

PRODUCT DATA SHEET

155 GR/M²

Transport/ storage Dry and protected against moisture/ vapors. Max RH 75% at min. 

Substrate The substrate must be clean, dry, dimensionally stable. In 

accordance with standard DIN 1,8363 §3. Highly absorbent 

substrates should be pre-treated with an impregnation (in 

accordance with manufacturer's writing diluted, usually 1:3 with

water). Q2/Q3 subground requirement with regard to structural

Surface reinforcing fabric for a paint system. Promotes the surface

structure, hairline over-bridging. Ideal as a stable base for 

decorative wall techniques.

Application

abrasive bridging (if treated with a suitable coating system) surface

shrink-wrapped, packed in a pallet box (individual carton

packaging on request).

8°C.

Glass-tensioned fabric (type E and C), pre-treated with a starchProduct composition

polymer coating.

Colour/ Glass level White, mate.

Waterproof, resistant and chemically inert and therefore cannot be

Fitted with matching closing paper edge protectors (crowns)Packaging

Rollength 25 or 50 meters x 1m wide. 155 gr/m² (± 5 gr/m²).

Characteristics

permeable/ open, toxiologically harmless, dimensionally stable,

reinforcement.

Measurements and weight

GLASS FABRIC

850

STANDARD DIAMOND PATTERN, PRE-PAINTED, 

affected by rot.

Absorption of water (vapour) is almost not possible. Vapor 



Droplet 

Formation

D0

B-s1, d0

We guarantee the consistent high quality of our products and our 

deliveries/ other services. The degree of diversity of applications in

This technical information is based on the latest available 

technology.

The specifications may reasonably deviate. The dates are not 

calibrated for specification purposes. Product data will be 

periodically be updated, under and while preserving resource base

material and process developments.

Fire classification Smoke formation

Note

that should have an irregular structure. The processing of material 

from the saame batch is advised for this reason. Claims of more

than 3 strokes will NOT BE ACCEPTED.

Processing of residual waste To be treated as household waste, construction waste, mineral 

waste.

Advice Check the fabric before processing. Woven glass is a natural product

Provide a dry, clean, grease-free and smooth surface.

Instructions Glass fabric can be used on all indoor wallpaperable surfaces.

B S1

stains immediately with a sponge and clean water. Wipe dry with

adhesive: DWD Glasfacoll 210 and 220. Warranty applies only when

using the prescribed adhesive. Follow further instructions on the 

adhesive packaging. Glue glass fabric  perpendicular. Press the 

strokes with a rubber roller or a wallpaper spatula, so there will not

appear any bubbles under.

For ceilings, skirting boards, windows, frames, etc., press the glass

fabric with a wallpaper spatula into the corner and cut with a sharp

knife. Do no overlap the wallpaper while gluing. Remove adhesive

0 pollution/ harmful to the water/ environment (stsndard from 0 to

a clean dry cloth.

After drying, the glass fabric can be painted over with any quality

wall paint. Follow the paint manufacturer's instructions.

Paintable

WHC

3.0 no danger).

Fire classification

so NOT CLOSED.

and non-adherent paint layers thoroughly. Use only prescribed

NOTE: the substrate must still be used after treatment absorbent,

Pre-treat highly absorbent substrates first. Remove ld wallpaper  



If a new version becomes available, it loses Technical Data Sheet

it is validity.

the processing of our products, is also the extent to which we have 

warranties on our products recognize after these processes.

no influence on these processes, this leaves excluded/ extended
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the wide variety of applications and uses, including those of third parties, we cannot take any responsibility. Analysis results and

all information regarding the condition and stability of our products are guidelines only with no obligation on our part unless

specifically in writing given. They are also no guarantee for specific properties. We advise that the customer determines the

suitability of our products, with the regard to the intended application and technique used by extensive testing. In addition to the

above, are our General sales. Delivery and payment conditions apply.

CAUTION

The information, as specified in this production data sheet, is based on accurate laboratory tests and available practical 

expierence. The information is not binding, which generally also applies to any practical techncal support, verbal or wirtten, given


